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[1] Recently, Serrano [1998] produced a new approximate
analytical solution to Richards’ equation in one spatial dimension,
both with (vertical flow) and without (horizontal flow) the gravity
term. Serrano bases his analytical results on a curious assumption
concerning the applicability of Richards’ equation, as we discuss
below.
[2] It is sufficient to examine the case of Richards’ equation
[Serrano, 1998, equation (1)] without gravity, as the same approx-
imation technique is used elsewhere in Serrano’s paper. Serrano
considers the classical problem of absorption into a semi-infinite
medium, with the soil held at saturation, qs, at the origin, x = 0.
Fundamentally, Serrano’s [1998, p. 398] approach is based on odd
grounds, namely, ‘‘As q! qs . . . the unsaturated flow equation (1)
is no longer valid,’’ although it is assumed to be still valid
otherwise. On the contrary, the unsaturated flow equation is
perfectly acceptable as q approaches qs. Serrano’s claim that the
unsaturated diffusion equation is valid except as q approaches qs is
not justified in his paper. As well, we show shortly that Serrano’s
‘‘q ! qs’’ actually means q significantly less than qs. In addition,
Serrano [1998, p. 399] states that since ‘‘the unsaturated flow
equation is not valid as q ! qs, (2) and (11) are no longer valid
when the water content approaches saturation.’’ Note that Serrano’s
(2) is the usual unsaturated flow equation without gravity. It is thus
surprising that, according to Serrano, absorption into the Guelph
clay loam [Serrano, 1998, section 3] cannot be modeled by ‘‘the
unsaturated flow equation.’’ This point was not mentioned when
the experiment was first reported [Serrano, 1990]. Furthermore,
Serrano [1998, Figure 1] justifies his diffusivity function (10) as
being appropriate for the Guelph clay loam by displaying that it
compares favorably with the diffusivity computed numerically
[Bruce and Klute, 1956] from the experimental absorption profiles.
This is contradictory, as the Bruce and Klute formula assumes the
unsaturated flow equation to be valid for all q, and it was used to
measure the experimental D (as plotted in his Figure 1) for all q in
the first place.
[3] Another unusual statement [Serrano, 1998, p. 398] is that
‘‘it is physically reasonable to assume that D approaches a
maximum constant value near saturation.’’ Serrano then takes this
maximum value of the soil water diffusivity, Ds, to linearize the
diffusion equation, so as to provide an approximation to Richards’
equation as ‘‘q ! qs.’’ Is it not physically implausible to linearize
the diffusivity in the region where, typically, it varies most rapidly
with q [e.g., Philip, 1969]? Besides its rapid variation, there is no
reason why D should approach a finite constant near saturation (it
could be infinite, depending on the slope of the soil moisture
characteristic curve). In circumstances where the slope of the
characteristic curve is uncertain near saturation, taking a finite
but rapidly varying D in that region, and linearizing Richards’
equation about that maximum value, is not likely to yield a
satisfactory approximation to unsaturated flow. We shall see
shortly that this is certainly the case with Serrano’s approximation.
In any case, since the region near saturation is where the unsatu-
rated diffusion equation is not supposed to apply, how then can D
even be a measurable quantity?
[4] Serrano’s approximation is a combination of two parts: The
first is based on the linearized diffusion equation, discussed above,
while the second is an approximation for the ‘‘nonlinear compo-
nent.’’ Serrano [1998, p. 398] states that the nonlinear part
‘‘approaches zero near saturation and becomes more important in
dryer parts of the soil.’’ As mentioned already, Serrano considers,
as an example, a soil (Guelph clay loam) with a diffusivity as given
by his (10). For the nonlinear part of the solution he uses the
approximation in his (11) as ‘‘repeated numerical experimentation
revealed that the approximation is reasonable’’ [Serrano, 1998,
p. 399]. However, his approximation contains an exponential
integral, Ei, which diverges as its argument approaches 0, for
example, as x approaches 0 for fixed t > 0 (where q approaches qs
because of the imposed boundary condition), seemingly in oppo-
sition to his earlier statement that the nonlinear component
‘‘approaches zero near saturation.’’
[5] Serrano [1998] also presented an approximation for
Richards’ equation with gravity. That approximation [Serrano,
1998, equation (16)], however, also contains Ei with a similar
argument, so that approximation will diverge also.
[6] For both cases (i.e., with and without gravity) the divergent
approximations for the ‘‘nonlinear component’’ give a water
content greater than saturation very close to the actual wetting
front. To remove this nonphysical feature of his approximation,
Serrano replaces it by the linearized solution obtained for D = Ds.
This replacement occurs not in the limit as q approaches qs but for q
significantly less than qs. Indeed, for the Guelph clay loam example
shown in his Figure 2 (for which qs = 0.458 [see Serrano, 1998, p.
400]), Serrano uses only the linearized solution in the region q >
0.373. There appears to be no discernible physical significance that
attaches to q = 0.373 (about 81% saturation), the point at which the
‘‘nonlinear component’’ is dropped from the approximation. More-
over, at q = 0.373 the approximation has the nonphysical feature of
a discontinuous gradient, meaning that the water flux at that point
is also discontinuous. There are already better approximations
available for the problems addressed by Serrano (at the previous
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Editor’s request a comparison of those with Serrano’s will be
discussed elsewhere).
[7] In conclusion, Serrano’s theory is based on the assumption
that the unsaturated diffusion equation is not applicable in a finite
part of the unsaturated region (saturations in excess of 81% in his
example). This assertion is not justified on physical grounds. His
method results in a nonphysical divergent approximation for
Richards’ equation and gives rise to a discontinuity in flux within
the soil profile.
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